Abstract. Aiming at the issues of the autopilot that has many fault types, less data sample and less test interface, this paper analyzes the fault isolation ability of automatic test system in detail. Moreover, the knowledge acquisition method based on simulation is studied so that the existing drive instrument test system is improved. In addition, an improved support vector machine inference algorithm is proposed. Based on this, a new method of fault diagnosis of a testing system is presented. Finally, some examples are given to verify the correctness and validity of the method. The successful application in a certain missile drive device shows that the method can achieve good diagnosis results.
Introduction
Autopilot is the core component of weapon. [1] It stabilizes the angular velocity of weapon around the center of mass of by controlling the steering gear, and controls weapon flight according to the guidance instructions correctly and quickly. As the comprehensive automation of the weapon improved increasingly, any failures that drive apparatus happens in will directly affect hit precision of the weapon. In order to ensure the reliability of the missile drive apparatus, [2] the fault diagnosis problem of the drive apparatus is paid more and more attention by the military and academia.
Determination of Multi-fault Optimization and Measurement Items of Drive Apparatus
Autopilot consists of the control circuit, power parts, three angular accelerometer, two linear accelerometer and one Angle Sensor, among them, the control circuit generally consists of the level channel control board, vertical channel control board, roll channel control panel and the comprehensive control board and so on. Given that the inertial components and power parts are both discrete field replaceable unit, test object for drive apparatus are mainly the level channel control board, vertical channel control board, roll channel control panel and the comprehensive control board these four pieces of circuit boards. We divide each circuit board into subunits channel, and each subunit channel receives the corresponding external input signals or signals of subunit channel at the next higher level, and after processing of the corresponding algorithm, the signals are delivered to the next level of subunits channel or controlling the movement of steering gear, and some subunits channel may also produce control instruction separately. The external of autopilot reserve test port for each subunit channel, containing Applying node of Excitation signal and acquisition node of Response signal. Here we define each subunits channel under test diagnosis as a test diagnostic group, at the same time, we also look power parts and each inertial component as a test diagnostic group.
Through analyzing common failure modes and failure mechanism of every components and carrying out FMECA analysis for each test group, we can obtain the weak component that failure probability is maximum and system hazard degree is also big after failure in the component level from each functional module, and set up the fault model of weak component, then by using online test system we can locate the fault to the subunits channel functional module. On the basis of considering reliability and cost, we establish correlation model of each functional module of drive apparatus, select each test point and compare with each testing interface, and increase certain measurement items appropriately within permissive range to improve the rate of fault detection and isolation rate.
Design and Improvement of Fault Diagnosis of Drive Apparatus

Knowledge Acquisition
Knowledge acquisition based on the simulation relies on the establishment of failure model of the key important part, and the establishment of the parametric model is the key to solving the problem. In the simulation of the actual fault of the circuit, it is relatively easy to rule out short circuit and open circuit, the difficulty lies in the diagnosis of components parameter drift. Therefore we need to start from component itself, and analyze its relationship between internal parameters and the fault phenomenon in detail, then establish the parameters model of the components.
Parameter model is totally based on the model of component, and failure model of each component is more than one, but the same type of components can completely use the same fault model. So you can set up the model according to different types of components, and establish a certain step length according to the actual need, and set up a practical fault model by modifying parameter values in the components model.
Fault diagnosis of drive apparatus has many characteristics, such as many types, large amount of simulation and so on, the traditional method of building a knowledge base is time-consuming, so in this paper, it uses program to control different fault model of the component that has set up and automatically replace the original normal component model, and achieves mutual combination between the fault models, and covers all possible fault condition in theory, and establishes a relatively complete fault simulation knowledge base.
Test Procedure Based on Uniform Design
Improved Support Vector Machine Algorithm
Standard support vector machine (SVM) are two kinds of classification problem, and its core point is to build a largest interval classification hyperplane, to make two kinds of samples that their types are known distribute on either side of the classification hyperplane, and their classification decision function are obtained by the optimal classification hyperplane, thus we can classify unknown categories of samples.
For two classes of samples can be linearly divided 1 1
, Where N is total number of training samples, N is the dimensions of the sample space, y is the category sign of sample. There is a hyperplane 0 w x b    to separate two classes of samples, then this hyperplane is the separating hyperplane of sample set, in these classification hyperplanes, the hyperplane with the largest classification interval between sorting line and two classes of samples is the optimal classification hyperplane, as shown in figure 1 . As for the undivided linear sample, satisfy all of the training sample
, and classification hyperplane of constraint condition does not exist, Fung G [3] put forward approximate support vector machine C-SVM. C-SVM introduce slack  , which equivalent to larger kind of punishment is imposed on the positive one, leading to the degree of constraint of positive class mistake sample becomes large, makes the classification offset the negative [4] . The classification surface though this method mainly depends on the parameter C, and when the C value is small, one extreme case that all of the training set turn to the same type will possibly happen as shown in figure 2. Fault diagnosis of drive apparatus need to isolate the fault to each functional module of each subunit channel, due to the number of components inside module is different, the corresponding failure mode is also different, response sample size measured in the subunit channel output measuring point under different fault module is also different under the same conditions, even vary widely, at this time C -SVM introduce error punishment for positive and negative classes, when difference of samples quantity between the positive and negative is large, two types of error punishment will have bigger difference, it is bound to cause miscalculation between positive and negative classification.
Based on the above problems, we introduce the positive and negative weights C  , C  , and make the ratio of positive and negative class weights equals the ratio of the negative and positive sample size. At the same time, considering that the drive apparatus may be affected by the environment when testing, sample data measured contains noise or outliers, and these values are generally near the sample class centre or near the sample class edge, Especially the values near the sample class edge will seriously affect the accuracy of the optimal hyperplane, and also affect the next decision, so here we need to introduce the fuzzy membership degree on the training of support vector machines. 
(2) The optimal discriminant function of fuzzy support vector machine (SVM) is:
Where:
The optimal solution of the formula; The maximum distance and minimum distance from its sample points to centre of sphere; μ min : The minimum membership degree value; n: Any integer value is greater than or equal to 2.
The Selection of Kernel Function and Kernel Function Parameters
Kernel function, as the basis of similarity evaluation between samples, can combine with the fault test of Drive apparatus, from the perspective of similarity of test results to determine the kernel function. At present, several kinds of kernel function are common, such as linear kernel, polynomial kernel, radial basis function kernel, two-layer neural network kernel and so on. In the fault diagnosis of drive apparatus, because there are some nonlinear factors, the linear nuclear is not applicable, therefore can only use nonlinear kernel function; but the test results are concerned about the deviation degree, the distance between the corresponding sample, that is, the smaller the distance between the samples, we think that the more similar between them, So we choose the radial basis function as the kernel function.
In the fault diagnosis of drive apparatus, the parameters that need to determine in the fault diagnosis algorithm are: Penalty parameters C + or C -, the radial basis kernel function parameters, the method of parameter selection is cross validation. Aiming at different test diagnosis group in drive apparatus circuit, based on the knowledge obtained by the simulation that is the different combination of failure model of each component, different samples can be made up of characteristics data through program, through the above improved SVM method to train different samples, we can get a different decision function, namely, the SVM model.
Selection of Multiple Classification Method
Combined with the characteristics of fault diagnosis of drive apparatus circuit, select the binary tree classification algorithm in the SVM multiple classifier's structure mode, but the root node selection is random. If the classification error occurs on a node, then it will continue classification error to the subsequent nodes after the node, due to the cumulative effect of error, it will lead to serious classification error, and here introduce between class separability measure sm ij for it.
Among them, E i φ and E j φ show mean values of type i and type j of training sample in the feature space, σ i 2 and σ j 2 mean variance of type i and type j of training sample in the feature space. The greater the value of sm ij , the better the separability between type i and type j. Here set a threshold for sm ij , if the two kinds are over the threshold, then classify differently, two classes within the scope of the threshold can be turned into a class and then compare with other classes, until you get multiple kinds of failure modes. The types of binary tree based on different fault mode sample class sm ij value in the actual situation can be partial binary tree, the normal binary tree, or a mixed form of them.
Then, validate the effectiveness of the method through experiments, in the two-dimensional space to generate three kinds of samples, among them category 1 contains 27 samples, category 2 contains 35 samples, class 3 includes 35 samples. Respectively classify them using pre-and post-improvement SVM, then we get the figure 3 and figure 4 . As can be seen from the figure 3 and 4, in multiple categories, classification surface before improvements exist serious errors division; classification surface after improvements divides three kinds of samples correctly.
Design of Reasoning Machine
Reasoning machine mainly includes reasoning and control two aspects. Control management module mainly complete dispatching between tasks in regional manager diagnosis reasoning machine and the information transmission and control, and reasoning methods are different in diagnostic reasoning module according to the different reasoning machine design, according to the previous work, we can get the structure of diagnosis reasoning machine as shown in figure 5. 
The Validation and Analysis of Example
To validate and analyse accuracy and the applicability of the proposed fault diagnosis method, here choose test data of automatic test system of a certain missile autopilot. The system can complete test for parameters and performance index of two types of autopilots, for example, choose the SVM of diagnosing secondary power supply from different child FSVM. Extract 400 samples randomly, by using different quantity of test samples, compare DGA with diagnostic results of the binary tree classification method by using the improved support vector machine; the experimental results are shown in table 1. As can be seen from table 1, binary tree support FSVM is better than DAGFSVM algorithm in classification accuracy and the diagnosis time, other child FSVM in diagnosis system also have similar results.
Conclusion
Aiming at the characteristics of the autopilot that has less samples and many faults, through the analysis of internal circuit of the autopilot, this paper gives the knowledge acquisition method of fault model of the controlled component model, researches an improved algorithm of support vector machine, chooses an improved binary tree, establishes the decision model, realizes the function of fault diagnosis reasoning module, and verifies the validity of the proposed algorithm and the diagnosis method by actual examples, and the results show that the research has important practical significance.
